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ABSTRACT

Because of today's rapid advancement into new

technologies, the workplace is redefining basic skills

requirements (Carnevale, Gainer, and Meltzer, 1992).

High

school students must integrate basic academic courses with
vocational training to adapt to the workplace demands.

The

Regional Occupational Programs/Centers was established to

provide these opportunities for job training to the high
school districts.

The problem under investigation is why do

most school districts issue elective instead of academic
credits for those courses and what is their rationale for
this action.

A mail survey of all school districts within Riverside

County was conducted, requesting the academic and vocational
course information along with the requirements and criteria
for credit issuance.

Since the determination of credits is made by the

school district, we can conclude that many school districts
do not fully support ROP.

this may change

Under the restructuring plans,

(Superintendent of Public Instruction,

1992).
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Background of Problem

Within the last 20 years, California has implemented a
unique delivery model for the administration of the State's
vocational educational program.

Unlike other states that

have established Vocational Tech Schools with state and

federal funding, California has elected to pass this phase

of training down to the individual counties and School
districts, funded primarily by the State (California
Association of Regional Centers and Programs, 1988).

This

period has seen numerous models implemented and various

approaches to vocational education's goals with little
concern to the workplace skills deficiencies (CarneVale,

Gainer, & Meltzer, 1992).

Nature of the Problem

The purpose of the Regional Occupations Program and

Centers (ROP) is to provide the training to enable high
school youth, dropouts and adults to enter the job market.

By upgrading existing skills, the program provides

opportunities for job training on a regional basis which
would be more specialized than what is available in any high

school or adult school in California.

An important element

is the community advisory committee, a partnership of local
business and ROP, to advise faculty regarding new program

development and curriculum validation instruction.

In

Riverside County/ each teacher establishes a five-member
committee from related businesses to evaluate and recommend

curriculum changes to meet the advances in today's
technology (Trippe, 1989).

ROP programs are reviewed by the school districts for
implementation into the school's vocational program.

ROP

administration assures that counselors are continually

advised of latest changes and students are informed of the
various programs through Student Career Days and classroom
presentations.
Because of the changes in the economy, in technology,
and in attitudes of employers and employees, career

development and career guidance for both high school
students and adults are receiving increased attention.

No

longer can a high school student enter the job market and
compete successfully without basic skills and specialized
job training.

High school counselors must encourage

participation in vocational courses other than Work
Experience.

The students should think concretely about a

future profession and prepare for it by taking academic
classes tailored to their needs (Frees, 1992).

Many high

schools do not issue academic credits for ROP classes.

Significance of Problem
When one reviews the inundation of articles like

Workforce 2000 (Johnson, 1991) forecasting a service-

orientated economy based on highly technical skills, the
question arises as to why more of our present high school
students are not attracted to technical and vocational

courses available today.

For many students, ROP classes are

only additional electives within their course of study.

In

addition, for some students, especially those for whom

continued academic or vocational training may be
economically unfeasible, opt to take the courses to prepare
for specific jobs.

The reputation of ROP to train only

minority and disadvantaged students has become widespread.
Traditionally, those students that lack basic academic

skills will seek elective credits for graduation (Rossetti,

1989).

ROP guidelines require that all student programs be

reviewed by their counselor prior to approval of ROP courses
for graduation credit.

This will safeguard the student who

needs remedial work in a regular high school setting, and
will eliminate the possibility that the student will not
receive needed proficiency instruction (California
Department of Education, 1990).

statement of the Problem

The problem analyzed in this thesis was to determine

how many Regional Occupational Program courses in Riverside
County received academic credits in lieu of elective credits
as determined by the individual school district and the
rationale used in making the decision.

Therefore, the objective of this research was to
determine the number of ROP courses that received academic

credit and what rationale was used by districts in Riverside
County in making that determination.

Purpose of the Studv

As stated in the Education Code (West's, 1992),
California schools are mandated to provide dual course

objective of university admission and entry-level employment
skills.

Section 48431.6(b) also prescribes;

Educational options shall include, but not be limited
to, regional occupational centers and programs,
continuation schools, academic programs, and any other
alternatives available to pupils of the district
(West's, 1992).

These requirements from the California Department of
Education would indicate that attention must be given to

insure that students have career-orientated programs

available, and that the students attending should receive
academic credits.

A review of high school courses would

indicate that most vocational courses receive elective

credits only (Public/Private Ventures, 1987).

The purpose

of this study was to analyze ROP and district vocational
courses to determine if districts issued academic or
elective credit based on consistent criteria.

Definitions

For the purpose of this study, the following terms are
defined:

Academic courses: The subject matter specified in the
California State Department of Education publication. Model
Curriculum Standards, Grades Nine Through Twelve,
representing the common core subjects.
Academic credits: The credits required for graduation as set

forth by the Department of Education as the Academic Core
Model Curriculum Standards.

^^^erage Daily Attendance (ADA): The student attendance hours
used for calculating funding received from the state for
operations within the budget limits imposed by the

Superintendent of Public Instruction.
California Educational Code: The body of Articles, enacted

by the California State Legislature, that sets forth the
laws and regulations governing the Educational System in

California.

California 2+2 Articulation Program: A program being
implemented in some districts for developing technological
skills by linking the last two years of years of high school
with a community college in such areas as electronics.
California restructuring plan: A new vision of California
High Schools as published in Second To None, a report of the

California High School Task Force (Superintendent of Public
Schools, 1992). The plan calls for a strong academic
foundation in the first two years of high school and
integrated vocational program majors for grades 11 and 12.
CompuServe: A subscribed personal information and
communication service available on computers equipped with
the proper hardware and software.
Criteria of a high-quality school: Described in the
.

.
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following areas: (1) English/language arts; (2) mathematics;

(3) science;

(4) history-social science; (5) foreign

language; (6) visual and performing arts; (7) vocationaltechnical education; and (8) integrated skills (California
State Department of Education, 1985).

Curriculum standards: An orderly arrangement of integrated

subjects, activities, and specific educational goals.
Dialog: A computerized research information net.

Elective credits: Credits as authorized by the high school
district for courses that do not meet the academic core

standard.

Elective courses: High school courses that a student may

enroll in after satisfying the minimum graduation
requirements as directed by the districts.
ERIC: A computerized research net containing educational
resource abstracts and publication listings.

Model of Academic Standards: The curriculum standards, or
contents, as defined by the State Department of Education.
Model Graduation Requirements: Those academic courses

required by the high school district for

graduation.

These requirements are stated in the 1983 publication.

Raising Expectations by the Superintendent of Public Schools

SDE, 1983) and are in the following areas: (1) computer
studies; (2) english; (3) foreign language; (4) natural

sciences; and (5) visual and performing arts.

This

curriculum left little room for vocational education.

After

all the core curriculum requirements have been met for
graduation, the student is then free to select other
elective courses.

ROP: The abbreviation for the Regional Occupational Program

Division of Student Programs and Services, under the
Riverside County Office of Education.

ROP's mission is to

"enable and enhance, through occupational training human
resources for economic benefit of the individual and the

community" (Riverside County Office of Education, 1992).

Tech Prep: A model high school in California that has

integrated the technological and academic curriculum to
produce trained workers.

Vocational Education: The teaching of occupational skills
rather than an academic or scholastic subjects.
Vocational Courses: Those courses that teach occupational
skills for high school and adults.

Work Experience: A high school program that allows qualified
high school students receive credit for certain jobs.

Limitations

For the purpose of this thesis, the following
limitations have been evoked:

Geographical area: The geographical area of this paper is
limited to Riverside County, California.
School Districts: Limited by the school districts within

Riverside County.
Survey mailing: The survey mailing was limited to the school
administrator in charge of curriculum for each school
district.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Purpose of the Review

The purpose of this Review of Literature is to identify
research material relative to the problem of determine how
many courses offered by the ROP can issue academic credits

in lieu of elective credits as determined by the individual
school districts and the rationale used in making that
decision.

To understand the role of ROP's in vocational

education, and how ROP courses can integrate with academic

courses, a closer investigation must be made of the delivery
platform of the ROP<s and how it was designed to integrate

into the overall educational system.

The California Education Codes

The California Education Codes (West's, 1992), Chapter
9, Vocational Education and Chapter 10, Adult Schools deal
with the Regional Occupational Centers.

The Code outlines

the procedures used to establish regional occupational

centers or programs within single and multiple school
districts.

It establishes the governing boards, the

requirements of admission and sources of funding.

It also

sets the procedures used to establish, operate and share the

enrollment and costs of conducting vocational instruction

with adult education programs.

Background of Vocational Education in California

Vocational education can be defined as specialized
preparation for entry into employment or advancement on the
job (Wenrich et al., 1988).

It is specialized because

courses or programs are elected only by those individuals

who have a special interest in preparing for a particular
occupation or family of occupations.

Early efforts in

vocational education in California have been recorded as far
back as 1854 with the creation of the Mechanics Institute

(Smith, 1979).

Regular education consisted of grammar

school only, since the common belief at that time was that

job training took place on the job, not school.

Vocational

schooling began towards the end of the century with the
opening of Cogswell Polytechnic College in 1888 and the
California School of Mechanical Arts in 1895.

The first federal vocational education act, the SmithHughes Act of 1917, limited vocational education to

agriculture, home economics, trade and industrial

occupations (CSDA, 1979).

During the next few years,

numerous federal acts were passed expanding the range of

occupational areas to be served.

The University of

California and several teachers' colleges began programs of
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pre-service and in-service training for vocational
instructors.

While the state's policy was to integrate

vocational classes into the regular high school setting,

demand soon required expansion of classes for new subjects
and evening adult classes.

The war years of 1940 to 1950

not only involved California but the entire nation into the
arena of providing skilled war-time laborers.

This saw many

social barriers broken down as women joined the work force

en masse.

Following the war, enrollment continued in

vocational schools, spurred on by funding under the G.I.
Bill of Rights.

In 1956 California enacted legislation for the granting

Of high school credits for work experience education in
health care, primarily to increase the number of adequately
trained nursing assistants.

During the 1960's vocational

education in California and the nation grew dramatically.
Various laws were enacted for federal and state funding for

training of low-skilled workers through school districts and
private schools.
The Vocational Act of 1963 removed all restrictions as

to occupational categories and expanded the area of federal

funding.

The Act (Public Law 88-210) provided for

construction of area vocational schools, curriculum

development and research.

In 1963 California passed new legislation for the
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establishment of County-wide Vocational High Schools (Senate
Bill 1379).

in 1965 the Legislature changed the name to

Regional Occupational Centers and adopted funding changes to
allow attendance to qualify for general school aid.
The rationale for research into this area is to state

that the authority to establish vocational courses is
granted to the school districts along with the ROP's.

It is

obvious, especially in view of today's funding problems,
that more efficient administration by combining resources
would benefit the schools and the students.

The Regional Occupational Centers/Programs
Although the first ROP was established in 1963 (Smith,
1979), it was not until April, 1972, that the Superintendent
of Schools established the ROP's in Riverside County

(Mitchell and Hecht, 1989).

The Regional Occupational

Program (ROP) was established to allowed for multiple sites
with two or more school districts jointly cooperating and
enrolling students in a single ROP program.

Rapid growth

continued at 475.9 percent rate between 1970 and 1975

(Smith, 1979).

In 1975 Senate Bill 199 placed a limit on

state-level funding to ROP's which accounted for 70% of
source funds.

levels.

1979 through 1982 saw further cuts in funding

As a result, ROP teaching time was made ineligible

as credit towards permanent status, essentially keeping all
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ROP teachers as temporary employees.

From this point on,

ROP's would have to rely on ADA reimbursement as their
primary source of income and to rely on high school
districts to share expenses.

The enactment of the Hughes-Hart Educational Reform Act
of 1983, commonly known as SB-813 contributed further to the

ROP change of mission.

This new legislation forced schools

to increase the number of academic courses offered, causing
a decrease in vocational education by 15.9%.

The new

graduation requirements reduced the number of elective
courses available to high school students, with the effect
of drastically reducing the high schools vocational

offerings and placing the ROP's in a competitive bid for
student hours.

Initially intended to provide quality job training for
a wide range of adults and high school students, ROP's have
become more and more concerned with school districts.

A

good ROP was measured by how they could benefit the
participating school district.

This was a measure not by

student placements but rather by students enrolled in the
ROP program and, therefore, out of the high school for that

time during the day, leaving the high school additional
seats and ADA (Mitchell & Hecht, 1989).
The revised Vocational Educational Act has established

new funding for vocational education.
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With the focus on

job-skills and the changing workplace Johnson (1991) stated
that vocational training is now on the uphill side.

ROP's

offer entry-level job training in many career occupations.
The age requirement is 16 years of age, or a junior or
senior in high school.

Courses are coordinated by ROP with

each school district.

ROP's also offer courses on many high

school campuses for adults who recognize that to survive in

today's work force they must also update their skills.

Academic and Vocational Courses

The courses that are included in the Model Curriculum

Standards and are required for high school graduation is the
basis for academic credits.

Courses that are not considered

academic are elective courses to the high school student.

College entrance requirements are also used to establish
essential courses.

There has been much interest in recent

years concerning the California 2 + 2 Articulation Program.
To achieve the success of this four-year program requires

the last two years of high school be utilized in a two year
technical training program and the awarding of academic
credits acceptable to the community college.

The problems

and barriers include lack of information about the program,

lack of funds and the current state regulations that limit a

community college to using credits by examination as the
mechanism for granting college credit for articulated
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courses (CCGAOE, 1991).

A survey of other states has

identified similar graduation requirements barriers (Copa,
1991).

A survey conducted in Delaware to show, among other

things, the presence or absence of a state policy that
allows vocational credit in science or mathematics, 41

respondents reported concern about the impact of basic
skills requirements on vocational education enrollment.
Eleven states indicated they had a policy that allowed
vocational credit to

be counted in lieu of science or

mathematics (Delaware State Dept. of Public Instruction,
1985).

In a paper presented to the Annual Meeting of American
Educational Research Association, Rosemarie Rossetti (1989)
said:

The study showed...the most often cited reasons
students did not enroll in vocational education as that

they wanted to go to college and that vocational
education would neither prepare them for college nor

offer the right graduation credits.

In another study, Stern (1988), reported the results of
the first two years of an effort in 10 high schools to

replicate the California Peninsula Academies Integrated
Program of combining academic and vocational courses.

It

showed that the combination of core academic curriculum with

technical instruction in an occupational field has resulted
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in better grades and more course credits for participants
than for non-participants.

West's California Code (West's, 1992) outlines the

requirements for curriculum approval of vocational courses,
A broader discussion of vocational classes that meet

academic requirements is in the Handbook, Balancing the
Curriculum with Vocational Education.

In this publication,

(Southern California Office of Education, 1989) a seven step
model is described to relate traditional academic

instruction to competency based vocational instruction.
Prompted by a U.S. Department of Education report, A
Nation at Risk (USDE, 1983), the California Legislature

passed the Education Reform Act of 1983 (Senate Bill 813)
from which the State Department of Education prepared models

for the academic core subjects (Model Curriculum Standards,
Grades Nine Through Twelve. 1990) and the vocational core
subjects (Model Curriculum Standards, 1990).

These

standards for the academic and vocational core are intended

to provide all students with a common education core
composed of integrated and academic components.

As stated

in the purpose of SB 813, the high schools preoccupation
with basic skills has left us with "students who have

learned basic language arts and occupational skills but who
have little sense of how to use those skills profitably in
their lives." (SoCalif County Offices of Education, 1989).
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH DESIGN

Research Methods

The research design used to study the problem of

analyzing why most school districts issue elective credits
instead of academic credits for vocational courses and the

criteria used in the issuance of these credits, required two

parts: first, identifying and collecting information
related to the problem; and second, a quantitative research

model utilizing the survey method of data collection.
Part of the difficulty in proceeding with research into
the sphere of related material that is relevant to the

specific question is the problem of separating credits,
curriculum development, and administrative authority to
arrive at a conclusion.

To accomplish this end, the

methodology was divided into two phases:

first, an

extensive literary search was conducted in all available
medias, with extensive research in computer based
information sources to obtain literature, articles, and
related materials from California and National Educational

Organizations; and second, conducted a survey by mail to
school districts.
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Research

Extensive search was accomplished by utilizing the
DIALOG and ERIC Educational Resources computer net at the

Riverside County Educational Service Center Library in
Indio, CA.

As mentioned above, it is sometimes difficult to

follow one trail of information in a subject like academic
credits, since the tendency is to wander through other

related materials.

The general headings of vocational,

curriculum, and credits appeared to yield the most pertinent
information.

Identifying the problem is of vital importance

in order to develop the direction to follow in research.
Other data base searching was accomplished at the Pfau

Library, California State University, San Bernardino, and

the Main Library, University of California, Riverside.
Demographic statistics were obtained from the Census Bureau
and Supersite through CompuServe.

It must be stated that

information from these nets was rather limited for this
subject area.

Current publications like the California Curriculum
News Report, the VOC-ED Update and, the CAROCP Quarterly
Workshop, are timely and offer extensive information.

An

excellent source of information is from the National Center

of Research in Vocational Education, UC, Berkeley.
Personal interviews with selected ROP Administrators have

been conducted along with attendance at ROP Curriculum

18

Planning and Goals Committee meetings, Palia Springs Unified
School District Board Meetihgs, and the California

Association of Regional Occupatiorial Programs/Centers Spring
■Conf erence,:w"

Survey

In order to properly determine the number of courses
that award either academic or elective credits within

Riverside County, it was necessary to conduct a survey of

school districts.

The survey was in two partsi The first

part requested a response to two questions. The second part
was to indicate on the list of vocational courses the ohe'S

Currently being coriducted by ROP and/or the district and, to
indicate the type of credit issued to each class, (see

Appendices A and B) .

The surveys were mailed to the

Curriculum Development Administrator of each school district
in the county.

The design of this research study required that a
structured, quantitative questionnaire be mailed to the
Administrators of Curriculum of each school district that

has a high school within the district.

The sample group was

obtained from the 1992-93 Riverside County Public School

Directory published by the Riverside County Office of
Education.

The first part of the survey asked two questions with
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space for a response:

1. What requirements are necessary for offering
District Vocational and ROP Programs in your District?
2. What criteria must Vocational Educational Courses

meet to qualify for academic credits? (see Appendix A
and B)

.

The second part of the survey asked the responder to
indicate if the course is offered in their district, if it

is a ROP or district course, and whether elective or

academic credits are issued.

If they are academic, they

were asked to indicate the academic core skills that

pertain.

Figure 1 is a graphic presentation of district and ROP
classes being conducted in Riverside County in 1992-93. The
findings from the survey are discussed in Chapter IV.
VOGATIQNAL COURSES
Elective vs Academic credits

-I-IQ.
100

Wif
;

COURSES . .

^ ELECT IVE Y/A ACADBM10

Figure 1. Bar graph comparing District and ROP courses receiving
elective or academic credits.(Information from the Survey)
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Demographics of Riverside County

The area of this report is the County of

Riverside, OA.

An analysis of demography is shown in the

following tables.

The population growth is shown in Table 1

for the 1980 census and the 1995 forecast.

Table 1

An Analysis of Demographic Data for Riverside County: 1980-1995
SUMMARY FORECAST REPORT

AREA REFERENCE:

SUPERSITE REPORT

POPULATION

HOUSEHOLDS
FAMILIES
AVG HH SIZE

RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CA.
1990-1995

ANNUAL

1980

1990

1995

CENSUS

UPDATE

FORECAST

CHANGE

GROWTH

663166
242937
179172
2-69

1071547

1235936
477766

2.9%

2.60

335202
2.56

164389
70383
44423
-0.04

3.21

3.15

3.12

AVG FAM SIZE

407383
290779

3.2%
2.9%
-0.3%
-0.2%

1

o
•

TOT INC (MIL$)
PER CAPITA INC
AVG FAM INC
MEDIAN FAM INC
AVG HH INC

MEDIAN HH INC

$
$
$

4787.6
7219 $
22037 $
18704 $

$
$

12043.6

19707

$
16079 $

11239 $
33032 $
28884 $
29563

$
24754 $

Copyright 1990 CACI Fairfax, VA
Source: CompuServe Information Systems.

14532.6
11758 $
33977 $
29737
30418

$
$
25485 $

o

3.8%

2489.0
CO
519
945

0.9%
0.6%
0.6%

853
855

0.6%

0.6%

731

4/11/93

Table 2 shows the Educational growth during the same

period in Riverside County.
population figure.

This update shows a higher

This information, 11th and 12th grade

population, and ROP attendance figures are discussed in
Chapter IV.
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Table 2

1980 Education Profile Report For Riverside County

MEDIAN HSHLD INCOME

1071547

407383

5.31%

$ 16079

$ 24754

4.41%

663166 100.0%
82.1%
544771
4.7%
30857

TOTAL
WHITE

BLACK

6- 9

10-13
14
15

ENG/SP
ENG/OTH

22328

5365

5688

16

5872

1.8%
1.8%

17

5706
5340
16503

1.8%
1.7%
5.1%

WHITE

7241
6255

BLACK

1 6%
4 8%

1.7%
1.6%
5.0%

5 0%

5.0%

62 1%

60.6%

22-24

16293

5.0%

25+

190748

59.0%

211164

82.0%

18

3.4%
0.4%
10.6%

19-21

323233 100.0%

3.6% TOTAL

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT (POP > 3 YRS):
NURSERY
KIND./E]
TOTAL

1.7%

1 6%

5599
5563
16344
16884

LANGUAGE SPOKEN:
SPANISH

1 7%

3.1%
1.5%
6.2%
6.4%
1.7%

1.4%
10.7%
18.8%

OTHER

5640

10026
4760
20107
20724

1.1%

502465
20586
2309
64844

1.6%
1.7%

3- 4

7204

ENGLISH

1 5%
1 6%

15070

9210

71124
124417

5160
5509

5.0%

AM.IND
UNSPEC.

4.7%

9376
4637
19139
19848

4,4%
2 8%
1 4%
5 6%
5 8%

16101

5

TOTAL

FEMALE

MALE

<3

ASIAN
HISP

4.92%

663166
242937

AGE BY:

POPULATION;

ANNUAL CHANGE

1990 UPDATE

1980 CENSUS

POPULATION
HOUSEHOLDS

2.9%
1.4%
5.9%
6.1%

339933 100.0% 100.0%

(ROW PERCENTS SHOWN)
4ENT.

HIGH SCHOOL

4.3%
4.5%

88428
71515

52.9%
51.7%

40931
33919

24.5%
24.5%

COLLEGE
18.2%
30448
19.3%
26674
20.0%
1746

270

3.1%

4389

50.2%

2345

26.8%

AM.IND.

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

ASIAN

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

716

3.6%
4.1%

12524

62.8%

4667

23.4%

2028

25836

61.4%

10118

24.0%

4417

10.2%
10.5%

UNSPEC.

1706

HISP

YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED (POP >24 YRS):
ELEMENTARY SOME HIGH S.

HIGH SCHOOL SOME

COLLEGE COLLEGE GRAD

61479

63493

139083

86334

51041

WHITE

44707

53677

124447

77035

46922

BLACK

2687
417
649
13019
21804

2806
830

4665
1044
1304

3763
876

1534

937

1137
1203
2208

TOTAL

AM.IND
ASIAN
UNSPEC
HISP

481
5699

7623

3723

9278

12780

6888

WOMEN >16 YRS

STATUS OF PERSONS 16-19 YRS:

412

ARMED FORCES
CIVILIAN
ENROLLED

HIGH S.

NOT ENROLLED HIGH S.

245

W/CHILDREN

44416
29468
14948

MOTHER

BY:

MOTHER

WORKING NOT WRKG
CHILDREN < 6 YRS
CHILDREN 6-17YRS

16981
27463

HIGH S. GRAD EMPLOYED

5079

HIGH S. GRAD UNEMPLOYED
NON H.S. GRAD EMPLOYED

3341

PART TIME

59385

NON H.S.GRAD UNEMPLOYED

1089

FULL TIME

69005

23606
17035

812 WORKING WOMEN:

VETERAN STATUS (POP > 16 YRS)
PRE-APRIL 1975

Copyright 1990

91481

CACI

POST-APRIL 1975

2804

4/11/93

Fairfax, VA

Source: CompuServe Information System
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction

In April 1991, President Bush launched America 2000,
a long-term effort to help put the U.S. in the forefront of
education.

gap.

It was a plan to close our skills and knowledge

It calls for a major change in our public and private

schools across the nation.
about something new.

The president was not talking

Attention to our work force and

occupational training (Johnson, 1991) has been the major
thrust behind the present California school restructuring
program (Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1992).

Findings from Research

An analysis of the issuance of academic credits for
vocational courses can give an indication on how the school

districts view vocational training.

Do the districts still

demand a full academic core curriculum or are they approving

a course of study which provides an opportunity for those

students to attain entry-level employment skills in business
or industry upon graduation from high school?

The purpose of this report was to research the number
of ROP Courses that receive or do not receive academic
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credits and the criteria used by the school districts in

making that decision.

In order to properly evaluate the

first part of the question, the awarding of academic or
elective credits, a two-stage approach was used: first, to
evaluate academic credits and elective credits; and second,

to determine what criteria is used in awarding academic
credits.

The California Education Code

The development of California's K-12 courses are
regulated by the California Code (West's, 1992).

They are

further broken down by subject matter in the California
Curriculum Standards (CDE, 1990).

Basic to education are

the academic core curriculums of language, arts,

mathematics, science, and history-social sciences.

These

are the basic skills required by all students to properly

function in society.

These skills, however, do not develop

occupational skills, especially needed for the student who

plans on immediate employment.

The term "employment skills"

used by many counselors can be misleading.

Counselors often

use this phrase in advising students about completing high
school graduation requirements and also becoming employable

(SCCOE, 1989).

The strong emphasis on academic achievement

so paramount during the past decade, leave students no
desire to continue into college at a disadvantage.
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They do

not have the information necessary to pursue a vocational

field.

ROP programs pursue courses that contain entry-level

employment skills based on available entry-level jobs and
this is the direction these students must follow.

Vocational Course Credits

The California Education Code (West's, 1992) creates

the authority to establish Regional Occupational

Programs/Centers to implement vocational courses and have
them available to school districts.

High school students

would receive regular elective credits for attendance at
these classes.

However, at the determination of the

district, students could receive academic credits provided
the vocational course meets the California Model Curriculum

Standards^ as outlined in the State Department of Education

publication (CSDE, 1990).

Vocational courses can be defined

as specialized preparation for entry into employment or
advancement on the job (Wenrich et al., 1988).

In order for

an occupational course to be established, entry-level skill
requirements are reviewed, business community requirements
are evaluated, and a curriculum is developed in accordance

with the basic core competencies.
According to the California Code (West's, 1992), every
school district has its own course approval process.

When

reviewing courses, the district curriculum committee will
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consider the districts entry-level employment requirements
and insure that the course was developed using the state
model.

The district curriculum committee will then decide

the type of credit issued.

Generally, a student would be

allowed to count either a district academic course or a ROP
course for 10 units of academic credit.

The student can

take both courses, but only one would count for district
academic credit; the other would be for elective credit.
Table 3 shows the relationship of various vocational

classes that meet part or all academic core requirements in
one Riverside County District.
Table 3

Voca-tional Courses Thab Qualify For Academic Credits

Retail Merchandising
Banking/Financial
Computer Accounting
Medical Occupations
Medical Assisting
Office Occupations
Floral Design
Graphic Arts

Math
Math
Math
Life Science
Life Science
English
Fine Arts
Fine Arts

in the presentation to the School District Curriculum
Review Board, the ROP Administrator must show how the course

curriculum of a specific ROP vocational course covers
basically the same material as in the academic core
curriculum.

Each course offered by the ROP must go through

state certification process.

To be approved, the program
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must be able to document a direct link between the

curriculum and an occupation, and must show the availability
of entry-level position in the geographic area.

A survey by

the Delaware State Department of Public Instruction in 1985

was conducted to determine how state education agencies were
addressing the issue of mathematics, science and vocational

education.

All respondents expressed concern over the

impact of basic skills requirements.

Eleven out of 41

states indicated that they allowed vocational credit to be
counted in lieu of science or mathematics.

Sixteen states

gave local school districts the jurisdiction over course

approval, while only 3 states prohibited such credit in lieu

of a basic skills course (Delaware State Department of
Public Instruction, 1985).
Table 4 shows the relationship between the academic

core subjects and vocational related technological subjects.
The academic core model curriculum standards and the

curriculum standards for industrial and technological
education are intended to provide all students with a common
education core comprised of integrated academic and

technical core components.

These components enable students

to acquire cultural, technical, and scientific foundations.
Standards for industrial and technology education

specializations are distinct components of a technical core

designed to span instruction in high schools and colleges.
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■ ■ ■'■ Table-4,/
How Industrial and Technology Education Explorations Standards Integrate With Academic Core Skills.

Technology Education Explorations Standards

Academic Core Skills
LANGUAGE ARTS

Expanded writing skills making and submitting reports
Studying and teaming vocabulary in context
Using critical-thinking skills to analyze and apply industrial and
technological concepts
Interpreting and analyzing visual information
Learning the use of a technical dictionary

MATHEMATICS

Reading and interpreting charts and graphs
Employing a variety of measuring instruments
Performing calculations
Solving problems of quality control and product cost
Studying production/time concepts
Computing expenses and costs
Interpreting schematic diagrams
Reading and interpreting scales, gauges, and settings

SCIENCE

Investigating emerging electronic and optical methods of audio
communications

Investigating magnetic forces and electrical currents
Studying the nature and role of heat and electricity in technological
applications

Identif^g examples and alloys by means of their physical properties
Understanding that energy appears in many forms and is defined as the
ability to do work
Studying basic concepts, including lift, drag, mass, weight and time
Understanding applications of the inclined plane, lever, gears, and pulley
systems in the design of tools and machines
HISTORY-SOCIAL SCIENCE

Studying the growth and change of American technology
Learning that expeditions into space have provided useful information
and materials

Studying the influence of entrepreneurs and inventors on technology
Learning that the economic and sodal growth in sodety has resulted
from a highly sophisticated communications technology
Studying the evolution of characters or symbols from early hieroglyphics
to computer representations

Source: Model Curriculum Standards for Industrial and Technology Educatipn in California (1990).

The vocational core colnpleinents and reinforces the

academic core, providing alternate paths through the common
educational core.

When a vocational course meets the

academic core recuirements, the districts could authorize
academic credits.
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Findings from Survey

The resultsj of the survey were significant in obtaining
vocational classj statistics.

There was a response by 13 out

of 17 School Disjtricts, or 76% participation.

Of the 116

ROP Courses listjed as available, 95 were being conducted

within the countly during 1992-93 at one or more sites. The
■

1

■

.

first part of the survey (see Appendix A and B) contained

two questions pe|rtaining to the issuance of academic

credits. These qjuestions were:
i . '

■

■

■

1. What requirements are necessary for offering

District Vocatiohal and ROP Programs in your District?

2. What crijteria must Vocational Educational Courses

■ • , ■

I ■

■

■

•

meet to qualify |for academic credits?

:

■ :

Table 5 is -a summary of the responses.
s

j
I

. Tables
■

•

Table Showing Percentage of District Administrators Responses to the Two Questions on Survey.

QUESTION#!

I!
■
■
•
■
• ■ .
" ^
CO^^LIANCE
WITH ■ EDUCATION
CODE:State
approved -Course
Curriculum;
two■
yearjreview; local job demand and placement; adequate funding; qualified teachers;

and School District Board approval of curriculum and Course of Study.

609^
30%j
^ 10%j
QUESTION #2

Complied with Code.

Staff review and recommendation for school board approval
Student interest, adequate enrollment

■ ■

r
•
■
. ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■
■•
CO;^LIANCE
WITH
CODE:
Course
reviewed
in relation
to California's Model

Curriculum. School District approval for academic credits.

70%|

Compliance with Code

10&

Course substantially meets subject matter framework

10%

Students able to pass appropriate end-of-level test

10%

No guidelines or specific criteria exist
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■

The second part of the survey asked for identification

of ROP and Distrjict Vocational Courses offered at district

■

■ ■

J

■■

' '

■

and indicate whdther academic or elective credits are

issued. The resjponse to this question is exhibited in Table

6. The numbers jindicate total districts and does not
include multiple! sites within the district. .

As can be ^een in Table 6, there were 133 vocational
courses conduct4d within Riverside County in 1993. Thirtyi

eight of these glasses were conducted by the districts, and

95 conducted by jROP. Most of the district classes are
'

.

.

■

.

■

older, established courses such as agriculture and cabinet
making.
'■ '

' ■

■

■

Table 6 shcjws 133 classes for 1992-93. During the
i

'

'

1991-92 school year, 144 ROP training courses were conducted

■

■■
■ ■ i
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ "■ ■ "• ■ ■ ' . ' ^
■
■
in■ ■ Riverside
Coi|nty at
44 vocational training areas located
from Corona to J^lythe.
i

■

ROP also provided career assessment
. ■

■

'

-

.

■

■

.

to 8,080 IGth gi^ade high school students during this period

^

■

I ■■■ ■

■■

. ■■

■

•

(Riverside County Office of Education, 1992).

' ■

• i ■ of ■ ■ the
■ ■ ■ ■ survey
. - ■ ■ research
■■ ■
The secondjpart
question which
asks for the number of vocational classes conducted in the

county is answered by the survey vocational course listing.
The listing in Tfable 6 shows each vocational course offered

by ROP in the Cciunty and the number of school districts
offering this course.

It compares the number of academic

and elective courses.
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Table 6

List 0f Vocational Courses offered by ROP and Districts
:l

I ■

Showing Type of Credit Issued.

!

VOCATIONAL COURSES

ROP

Agriculture Mechanics

DISTRICT

ELECTIVE

ACADEMIC
1

4

3

Auto Body & Refinishing|

4

1

5

Automotive Technology
Banking & Financial Occupat
Business Computers
i
Child Care Occupations
Construction/Cabinetmaking
Cosmetology
i
Dental Assisting
Desktop PubUshing

6

3

6

3

4

2

6

4

6
5

5

5

5
1

3

4
4

4

2

3

2

3

2

Electronics Occupations j

1

Fire Service Occupations j

2

Floral Design

4

1

3

4

1

5

1

2

|

Graphics Design

Graphics Technology

|

1

2

3

2

2

Hospital/Community Healih Sv

5

5

Hotel Service Occupations:
Instructional Aide-Special Ed
Landscape Design & Construct
Manufacturing Technology

1

1

1

1

Medical Assisting/Qinical|

3

2

Medical Receptionist
j
Nursery Greenhouse Practice

1

1

Nursing Assistant/Certified
Office OccupationsAVord Proc
Restaurant Occupations
Retail Sales and Cashiering
Small Business Managemeht

2

1

1

1

1

2

3

1
1

1

1

2
4

7

6

8

8
6

2

2

Home Health Aide

9

1

5

1

3

3

1

1

Sports Therapy & Fitness i

2

2

Travel Agency Occupation^

1

Welding Certification/Occpjts

3

5

3

n/a

95

38

101

27

TOTAL ALL CLASSES 1

1

Source: Research survey and ROP bulletin
n/a = Figures not available
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The expense! of setting up a new vocational course

within the currejnt budget limitations is beyond the
I

,

'

capabilities of most districts.

The districts now must rely

on ROP to offer jnew courses, just as the original concept of
the ROP's intendled. The escalation of ROP courses is also

1
limited by the Education Codes revenue restrictions as

outlined in Article 1.5 of the Code (see Chapter IV,
I

Discussion).

i

i

I .

Discussion

V ,

—

—. .

,

.

School DistrictiPolicies on Credits

The problem to be analyzed in this thesis was to

determine how mdny courses offered by the ROP can issue
■ i

academic credits in lieu of elective credits sd determined

by the individu4l school districts and to determine the
I
criteria used in making that decision.

This problem,

however simple it appears, will have a direct bearing upon
the high schools as they adopt restructuring policies.

With

the labor market turning to skilled workers, schools can no

longer offer pure academic core graduation requirements, but
must integrate with vocational training.

In order to

comprehend the problem, a review of ROP was necessary.

The Acceleration of Vocational Training
As California evolved after World War II with thousands
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of veterans and tworking women in the labor scene, a need
!
I

"

•

■ ■ ■

■

■

was felt by the jState Legislature to establish an
educational system that would be directed solely at

• I
I •

occupational training.

■

.

.

In 1963 the Regional Occupational

, ■
Program was established to work hand in hand with the high
i

.

.

,

,

'

school district^ and offer vocational training that
1

otherwise might inot be available to them.

Unlike the east

coast with it's|county-wide district and technical schools,

California estajilished occupational centers in each county.
I
" '
■
•
In order to serVe many districts, students had to be bussed
■i

to these Center^, cutting into classroom time.
. ,■

■

The late

j

70's and early 80's saw an almost unlimited growth in the
ROP.

The criteria for these courses remained in the school

districts hands> and all courses were required to be

' i' - ■

. ■

.

. .

reviewed by the.School Curriculum Boards.

The growth in

vocational training continued until 1983, when a

restructuring of graduation credits were enacted into law.

New Emphasis onj Academics
When the State Board of Education enacted it's Master

Plan for Excellence the goal of education was changed toward

a more academic! approach to solve the poor performance of
I

■ ■

■

■

.

..

our schools. Aj model Graduation Requirements was enacted
with academic riequirements of mathematics, natural and
I

social sciences|, and languages (CSBE, 1983). In 1983, when
I.

i
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this plan was adopted, technology was just beginning to
i

emerge.

.

High Sdhool
curriculum and occupational-based
!

education took dff in opposite directions.

While the State

Board of Education took the hard-core academic stand, new
J

,

^

technology was laeing developed that would change the whole

concept of high|school and college education. Computers and
ii

communications Were in it's infancy.

I

just being developed.
i

The microprocessor was

Sociologists were warning of a

•.

drastic change in the labor market of the future.

There

were the factors at work that would change the nation's
economic and so(::ial environments.

In Workforce 2000,

Johnson (1991) dtates:
■i

■

!l

■

,

^

As the ecojnomics of developed nations move further into

the post-ijndustrial era...society becomes more complex,
the amount! of education and knowledge needed to make a
i!

,

■

.

productiv^ contribution as the economy becomes greater.

■

' '

i ■
i'
!

The Need For a ichanae
!

■

Ii

In the early 90's the need for a dramatic change in
t
I

the high school platform was recognized.

In Second to None,

published by the Superintendent of Public Instruction (1992)
it is stated that what our school needs is to "radically

change the way they do business."

It calls for a strong

academic base in the first two years of high school, and
flexible program majors for 11th and 12th grade students.
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ROP must also change itis platform with greater integration

into the high schools and more vocational courses awarding
academic credits.

The student who does not intend to enter

college should not be held back and required to take
college-orientated academic courses.

Instead, the student

should be allowed to take job related classes.

The high

school counselors should have a broader understanding of ROP

and appreciate its' many benefits to those entering the
labor market.

High School Demographics in Riverside Gountv.

The School District Survey is a valid cross-section of
district administrators regarding vocational courses.

As

long as our prime educators believe that a student can enter
today's world with only an academic background, we cannot
expect any serious attention be given to vocational

training.

If the schools encourage more occupational hands-

on training as a requirement for graduation, then there
would be more classes issuing academic credits for
vocational courses.

A school district may determine that

150 academic credits are required for graduation.

If a

student plans to enter the work force after graduation, then
the necessary vocational courses should be prescribed and
receive academic credits.

Unfortunately, many students with

no desire to continue higher education must spend their full
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time completing the required academic courses leaving no
time for job training.

This is evidenced by the high number

of high school graduates entering the job market with no
applicable skills (SPI, 1992).
ROP conducted 133 courses at 44 training sites. This

figure does not represent high schools with more than one
site.

During the 1990-91 school year there were 13,209

students in the 11th grade and 9,387 in the 12th, making
a total of 22,596 high school students eligible for ROP

classes (Kato, 1993).

The enrollment for ROP during that

same period was 6,214 high school and 3,999 adults

(Riverside Country Office of Education, 1992).

The

percentage of high school students in ROP programs were 41%,
as shown in Table 7, a little under half of the eligible
high school students.
Table?

Demographic Summary of High School 11th and 12th Grade Students
and ROP Attendance for School Year 1990-91

1,071,547

Population of Riverside County

Number of 11th & 12th grade students in Riverside County

22,596

High school students enrolled in ROP in Riverside County

9,280

Total High school and adult attendance in ROP in Riverside

17,304

County.
Source: Riverside County Office of Education

The second part of the survey asking the number of ROP
and District Vocational Educational classes that receive
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academic credits has been has been tabulated.

The fact that

only 27 of the 95 courses offered by ROP receive academic
credits shows that there is a lack of enthusiasm on the part

of high school counselors to direct non-college bound
students to occupational training.

However, as the reisearch

shows, many counselors are required to follow the Department
of Educations Model Graduation Requirements which require
hard-core academic courses for Graduation.

Another important factor that has limited the growth of
ROP is the revenue limits of Article 1.5 of the Education

Code (West's, 1992).

The Superintendent of Public

Instruction shall calculate the revenue limit for each ROP

as described in Paragraph 52335.2.

Riverside County's ROP

ADA is projected to meet it's 1992-93 goal of 3856.61 and

could easily exceed the ADA limit if given the opportunity.

The Criteria For Vocational Courses and Credits

The first part of the research question was to
determine the criteria used by the school districts in

awarding academic credits.

The California Education Code

outlines the procedures used in offering ROP classes within
the school district.

The code clearly states that each

course offered by an ROP must have state certification, must
be able to document a direct link between the curriculum and

the occupation and, must document the availability of entry
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level positions in the geographic area (PP, 1987).
It is the responsibility of the ROP District
Administrator to present to the school boards the state

approved course outline of available ROP courses.

If it can

be determined that a particular ROP course covers the

required contents of an academic core curriculum, then it
can be authorized to issue all or part of the total credits
as academic.

Using the statistics obtained in the survey,

this academic authorization varies from district to

district.

Some districts in the survey authorize academic

credits for many of the ROP classes, some authorize only a

few, and one issues all the ROP classes academic credits as
Applied Arts.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

The purpose of this thesis was to determine how many
courses offered by the ROP and school districts in Riverside

County can issue academic credits in lieu of elective
credits and determine the criteria used to make that
decision.

Vocational Courses in Riverside Countv

During the 1990-91 school year, 133 vocational courses
were conducted within Riverside County.

Thirty eight of

these classes were conducted by the districts while 95 were
conducted by ROP.

Of this total, only 27 courses were

awarding academic credits while 101 were awarding elective
credits.

The conclusion is that there is a only a small

percentage of ROP courses offering academic credits at this
time.

The demographic summery of Riverside County shows that
in 1990-91, of the 22,596 eleventh and twelfth graders,

9,280 attended some type of vocational course.

That shows

that 41% of the eligible high school students attended
either ROP or District classes.
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These figures indicate

that there are many high school students eligible for
vocational training.

The awarding of academic credits for

vocational courses will allow a student with no desire to

continue into college an opportunity to learn hands—on

practical skills within his/her desired occupational goals
and still complete his/her academic requirements.

It is entirely up to the districts to accept or reject
vocational courses and to determine if students will receive
academic or elective credits.

To support ROP to the fullest

degree would be to award academic credits for all vocational
courses instead of only 28%, as shown by the research
survey.

Vocational Credit Criteria

Both the districts and the ROP are operating within the

scope of the California Code and their respective Operations
Handbook directives.

The districts have the authority to

establish vocational training within their districts or they
can utilize the ROP.

This offers the district a broader

selection of courses then would be available within their

budgets.

ROP's role is to offer districts an expanded menu

of vocational courses, including the instruction and related
equipment.
The ROP District Administrator presents to the local

district school board the state approved course curriculum
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and shows the board the many facets from which they will

benefit, such as:

expanded course choices for the student;

the use of occupational equipment such as computers and

dental equipment that most district cannot afford with their
limited budget; highly qualified, state certified teachers;
more diversified activities for students in occupational

areas; and participation in vocational organizations.

The

district board will then make its decision on the course and
I
]

determine its credit btatus.

This procedure seems involved

and time consuming.

Recommendations

Based on the findings of this research, the following
recommendations concerning ROP, school districts, and
vocational courses are offered:

1. Recommendation that the ROP Administration take an

active leadership role in initiating dialog with local
school districts to obtain academic credits for ROP courses.

This would allow more flexibility for school counselors to

offer classes designed at job entry level training.

The

establishment of a positive communications channel must be
established between the ROP and the districts, especially at
the student counselor level, for efficient exchange of
course and class information.

2. Recommendation that the school districts take a
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positive role in assuring that all aspects of ROP are
understood and remove the barrier for ROP courses and
credits.

The determination of vocational courses for a

student should include input from ROP teachers or career

guidance personnel.

High schools should prepare graduating

students, especially students who do not desire to continue
into college, to enter the workplace and be an asset to
society.

Counselors should be able to detect problems areas

all adolescents have and guide them in the right direction.
Counselors must address student academic deficiencies along

with the other challenging problems of growing up in today's
chaotic society.

Further Research; ROP and The Changing Workforce

In 1992 unemployment reached an all time peak at over
9% and California topped the national average at over 12%.
Industries in Southern California have felt the cutbacks in

defense spending by the government with thousands of highly
skilled workers being laid off.

It is now not only the

unskilled but the highly skilled industrial workers who are

competing for employment.

A high school graduate with no

job-skills training cannot survive in this environment.
A sweeping change in the nations education system has
been voiced by the President down to the local school

boards.

In California, the State Department of Education
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has published a report Second to None, A Vision of the New
California High School (SPI, 1992) which presents the
challenge of emerging technological development and the need

to develop these technological skills early in the students
education.

Either train students at these technological

skills or lose the world leadership economically and

socially.

In regard to the enormous challenges facing

schools, the report states:

Twenty percent of California's high school students are

living in poverty and 18 percent are limited-English
proficient, 10 to 25 percent of our teens are
considered at risk because of recurring drug or alcohol

use, and the state's adolescent pregnancy rate is
second highest in the nation.

The changes include the high school structure.
Students during the first two years of school would
concentrate on the usual academic structure of language

arts, mathematics, history and science.

In the 11th and

12th years the student will select program majors, where
teams of academic and technical teachers work together and
direct instruction around career clusters, such as health,

electronics, computer applications, and graphic arts.
Further research is recommended on how the emerging

school restructuring movement may effect the future of ROP
and vocational education.
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The Superintendent's report, Second To None, mentions
that program majors be designed cooperatively with Regional
Occupations Centers.

Is the present delivery platform of

ROP capable to perform within an integrated delivery system?
What direction are the school districts going with SB 1274

which granted funds for restructuring planning?

Or would we

be better off with the 'Tech Prep' concept?

These are questions that cannot be answered at the

present time.

Losing the capability of issuing academic

credits would limit ROP's participation in the restructuring
program.

ROP, at the state level, must ensure that the

State Legislature and Superintendent of Public Instruction
include the ROP's in the planning and implementation process

and assure ROP a prime position in the states restructuring
plan.
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APPENDIX A

43-240 Texas Ave.

Palm Desert, CA.92260
February 15, 1993

Mr. John Doe

Assistant Superintendent, Instruction
Unified School District
10 Main Street

Anytown, CA 92200

Dear Mr. Doe:

May I interrupt your busy schedulefor afew moments to complete the enclosed
survey. I am presently enrolled at California State University,San Bernardino,
and am gathering information for my Masters Degree Research Paper in
Vocational Education.

The area of research for my Masters Thesis is an analysis of the issuance of
academic or elective credits for School District and Regional Occupational

Program vocational courses. This information is not readily available since
School Districts can establish vocational programs along with ROP.
There is a stamped pre-addressed envelope for yoim reply. Thank you very
much for your cooperation on this survey.

Sincerely,

Donald F. Daino
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APPENDIX A

SURVEY IN CONNECTION WITH RESEARCH

ON THE ISSUANCE OF ACADEMIC CREDITS FOR
DISTRICT AND ROP VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS

1.

What requirements are necessary for offering District Vocational and
ROP Programs in your District?

2.

What criteria must Vocational Educational Courses meet to qualify for
academic credits?

3.

On the next page is a hst of ROP Comses offered in Riverside County.
Please indicate if the course is offered in your District, if it is a ROP or
District course, and whether elective or academic credits are issued. If

they are academic, please indicate the academic core skills that pertain.
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APPENDIX B

ROP

VOCATIONAL COURSES

Agriculture Mechanics
Auto Body & Refinshing
Automotive Technoiogy

Banking & Financial Occupations
Business Computers
Child Care Occupations

Construction/Cabinetmaking
Cosmetoiogy
Dentai Assisting
Desktop Pubiishing

Eiectronics Occupations
Florai Design
Graphics Design
Graphics Technology
Home Health Aide

Hospitai/Community Heaith Services

Hotel Service Occupations
Landscape Design & Construction
Manufacturing Technoiogy
Medical Assisting/Clinical

Medical Receptionist
Nursery Greenhouse Practice

Nursing Assistanl/Certified
Office Occupations/Word Processing
Restaurant Occupations

Retdl Saies and Cashiering
Smaii Business Management & Ownership

Sports Therapy & Fitness
Travel Agency Occupations
Welding Certification
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